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ABSTRACT 
 

A model-assisted comparison of two types of chemical-looping (CL) reactors (fixed bed and fluidized bed), with the 
same oxygen carrier loading and fuel capacity, is carried out to examine performance and efficiency of CL Reducers, 
operating with methane as the feedstock and nickel oxide as the oxygen carrier. The study focuses on the reduction step of 
chemical-looping combustion (CLC), for which the reactor efficiency and fuel utilization are crucial in terms of economics 
and carbon capture efficiency. Process models (a three phase dynamic model for bubbling fluidized beds and a two 
dimensional homogeneous model for fixed beds) and reaction kinetics developed and validated in previous studies are 
used. A fluidized bed chemical-looping combustion Reducer is compared to a fixed bed equivalent reactor, scaled-up from 
a smaller experimental reactor, constrained to bed height to reactor diameter ratios that prohibit excessive temperature and 
pressure drops across the bed. Through a detailed comparison, CLC operated in the fluidized bed reactor is shown to 
deliver superior performance, i.e., uniform temperature and pressure distribution; high methane conversion (> 95%) and 
carbon dioxide selectivity (> 95%) sustained for longer reduction periods; negligible carbon formation (< 2 mol% C basis); 
and better efficiency in oxygen carrier utilization.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Significant progress has been made towards a better 
understanding of the risk factors to climate change in the last 
decade; the accumulation of greenhouse gas from combustion 
of fossil fuels in the power and transportation sectors has 
been confirmed as the main contributor to climate change 
(IEA, 2011). CO2 is the leading anthropogenic greenhouse 
gas and is projected to increase globally in the near future 
due to fossil fuel use and land use change (Solomon et al., 
2007). An effective solution to reduce CO2 emissions from 
existing fossil fuels-based power plants is to implement 
CO2 capture and sequestration technologies. Currently, the 
main approaches to CO2 capture for industrial power plants 
(pre-combustion, post-combustion, and oxy-fuel combustion) 
are energy intensive (Toftegaard et al., 2010) and great 
research effort has been put to develop new low-cost 
technologies. Chemical-looping combustion (CLC) has 
emerged as a novel process for power production using 
fossil fuels with low cost and efficient CO2 separation. The 
basic concept of the process involves two interconnected 
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reactors, a Reducer and an Oxidizer, with an oxygen 
carrier (OC) - a metal/metal oxide - circulating between the 
two reactors. The principle of CLC (Fig. 1) is based on 
enabling hydrocarbon combustion in the absence of N2, which 
accomplishes fuel oxidation with in-situ CO2 separation 
(CO2 is separated by condensing the water vapor in the 
effluent of the Reducer). Different metal oxides have been 
proposed and tested as promising candidates, including 
CuO, NiO, Fe2O3, and Mn2O3 (Mattisson et al., 2004). The 
development and testing of oxygen carriers in lab- and 
bench-scale reactors have been heavily studied, with more 
than 700 carriers already tested (Adánez et al., 2012). A 
number of oxygen carriers were proven to demonstrate 
satisfactory performance with respect to fuel and oxygen 
carrier conversion and stability over continuous operation. 
Ni-based oxygen carriers are the most extensively analyzed 
materials in the literature due to their high reactivity towards 
combustion of CH4 and high melting point, which allows for 
higher operating temperatures (Mattisson et al., 2006; Sedor 
et al., 2008). The reduced Ni is also a catalyst for many 
reforming reactions, however depending on the availability 
of oxygen, carbon deposition on the surface may occur. 
This is undesired, because carbon will be oxidized in air, 
undermining the carbon capture efficiency of the system. 
Other disadvantages of Ni-based oxygen carriers include 
their high cost and toxicity (Adánez et al., 2012); while Cu 
and Fe-based oxygen carriers are less expensive and more 
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Fig. 1. Basic concept of chemical-looping combustion process. 

 

environmentally benign. High reaction rates are expected 
for Cu-based OCs. However, Cu-based OCs exhibit 
agglomeration and sintering as a result of the low melting 
point of Cu. Because of the low oxygen capacity of Fe-based 
oxygen carriers, higher active Fe2O3 content is preferred 
(> 60 wt%). Overall, material handling and oxygen carrier 
selection are critical to the future of industrial-scale 
application of CLC technology (Rubin et al., 2012).  

Different reactor concepts have been implemented for 
testing suitable oxygen carriers for CLC, including alternating 
fixed bed reactors (Noorman et al., 2007), interconnected 
fluidized bed reactors (Pröll et al., 2009) and rotating reactors 
(Håkonsen and Blom, 2011). Early experimental studies on 
CLC were conducted in thermogravimetric analyzers (TGA) 
and fixed bed reactors. Both are commonly used for kinetic 
studies because of their simplicity, favoring reaction rates 
to be extracted easily from experimental data (Abad et al., 
2007; Iliuta et al., 2010; Jin and Ishida, 2002). These 
systems however, implement semi-batch processes and as a 
result flow rates must be switched periodically. For industrial 
application, chemical-looping is conceptualized as a dual 
fluidized bed technology (Lyngfelt et al., 2001; Adánez et 
al., 2006; Pröll et al., 2009; Sridhar et al., 2012), where 
particles are continuously transported between the Reducer 
and Oxidizer.  

A main drawback of the fluidized reactor concept is 
associated with attrition of the solids due to the mechanical 
and chemical stress (enhanced by the redox conditions of 
CLC) in a fluidized environment. Generation of fines 
(particles smaller than 45 µm) may lead to gradual 
degradation of bed particles (Lyngfelt and Thunman, 2005) 
that can be entrained out of the system and necessitate larger 
separation and collection systems and replacement of the 
lost solids. The standard ASTM attrition test (ASTM, 1995) 
at relevant CLC industrial operation was used to determine 
the long-term attrition behavior of different oxygen carriers 
(Baek et al., 2010, 2011). Kramp et al. (2011) used attrition 
models to simulate large-scale interconnected fluidized bed 
reactor, based on small/pilot-scale experimental investigations 
of the attrition behavior and quantified the oxygen carrier 
loss that results from attrition and inefficient solids separation. 
Their simulation results show that most of the attrition is 
mainly generated in the cyclones, and accounts for a loss 

of 2.05 kg/MWh at the pilot scale and 2.25 kg/MWh in a 
100 MWth unit. On the contrary, the solids inside the fixed 
bed reactor are stationary, and thus attrition issues are 
intrinsically avoided (Solunke and Veser, 2010). To process 
large inventories of solids, pressure drop and temperature 
control are important factors that also influence the 
performance of large fixed beds. Regarding the design of 
oxygen carriers, larger sizes are favored for fixed bed 
reactors to minimize pressure drop and plugging, whereas 
fluidized beds are capable of using smaller particles with 
the minimum fluidization condition being easily satisfied 
(Kunii and Levenspiel, 1968a, b). Particle agglomeration is 
another issue which cannot be ignored for CLC systems 
with two interconnected fluidized beds, especially with Cu-
based oxygen carriers. Agglomeration can cause bed 
defluidization, leading to solid circulation disturbance, gas 
channeling and less gas-solid contact. In fixed beds, loss of 
available surface area due to agglomeration can cause 
severe decrease in oxygen carrier performance over time. 

In the open literature, authors have primarily focused on 
either fixed bed or fluidized bed reactors and few 
comparable results are available. It is the intention of this 
work to compare the performance (primarily, the oxygen 
carrier utilization and reactor efficiency) of fixed bed and 
fluidized bed reactors, in which the same oxygen carrier, 
solid loading and fuel flow are utilized. An emphasis is 
placed on the scalability of a fixed bed reactor to match the 
capacity of an existing CLC fluidized bed unit. Within the 
CLC community, limited CLC larger-scale plants have been 
developed (Ryu et al., 2004; Lyngfelt and Thunman, 2005; 
Adánez et al., 2006; Kolbitsch et al., 2009; Mattisson et 
al., 2009; Wang et al., 2010; Rifflart et al., 2011), and there 
is less emphasis on the scalability to large-scale reactors. 
Nevertheless, scale-up of CLC reactor systems is of high 
significance in CLC technology.  

In this work, Ni-based kinetics network and parameters 
validated in previous studies (Zhou et al., 2013, 2014; Han 
et al., 2013) and transient non-ideal reactor models 
developed for two types of Reducers: fixed and fluidized 
beds are used to predict the performance of CLC reduction. 
Based on the developed reactor model, scale-up of the 
fixed bed reactor is performed to meet design criteria that 
make it comparable to its fluidized bed equivalent. Real 
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CLC performance metrics based on carbon formation, oxygen 
carrier conversion, fuel conversion, and CO2 selectivity are 
shown for each reactor. Spatial and transient pressure and 
temperature variations are shown and analyzed. Other 
issues, like challenges in operating CLC at minimum oxygen 
carrier loading (therefore, smaller Reducer size), OC loading 
required for high CH4 conversion and OC conversion, time 
required for significant carbon formation at a given OC 
loading, and CO2 selectivity of fluidized bed and scale-up 
fixed bed units are discussed. It is assumed that a successfully 
operated semi-batch fluidized bed CLC Reducer (in terms 
of conversion and CO2 selectivity) would translate into 
successful operation at steady state (integrated with the 
Oxidizer in a real CLC pilot plant). However, the implications 
of converting semi-batch performance to steady state 
performance are not within the scope of this work. 
 
MODEL DESCRIPTION 
 

The objective of this study is to investigate the performance 
and efficiency of two types of reactors in implementation 
of CLC. In each reactor system, the reduction of a NiO-
oxygen carrier with methane feedstock is explored. A semi-
batch fluidized bed unit from the literature (Chandel et al., 
2009) is chosen as the prototype reactor in this analysis. A 
fixed bed reactor is designed, based on the experimental 
setup of Iliuta et al. (2010) to match the feed flow and 
solids inventory of the fluidized bed reactor. Both prototype 
reactors are assumed to process preheated, undiluted methane 
and to not be externally heated, which are realistic conditions 
for an industrial-scale application. Table 1 summarizes the 

geometries and operation of the fluidized bed and scaled-
up fixed bed reactor units. The typical initial temperature for 
a steady-state CLC Reducer is 900°C (Adánez et al., 2009).  
 
Reaction Kinetic Network 

Table 2 shows the reaction scheme used in this study for 
a Ni-based, CH4-fed CLC system. The reaction scheme and 
kinetics have been validated against published fixed bed 
chemical-looping units from the literature (Ryu et al., 
2003; Corbella et al., 2005, Rydén et al., 2008; Iliuta et al., 
2010) and in-house fixed bed experiments (Zhou et al., 
2013); and were further validated against reported fluidized 
bed experimental data from the literature (Chandel et al., 
2009; Ryu et al., 2009; Iliuta et al., 2010) with a three-
phase fluidized bed model (Zhou et al., 2014). Reactions 
involved include NiO reduction reactions (with CH4, H2 
and CO), Ni-catalyzed reforming reactions (steam reforming, 
dry reforming and water gas shift reaction) and Ni-
catalyzed carbon formation or elimination reactions (CH4 
decomposition and carbon gasification by H2O and CO2). 
The kinetic expressions, kinetic parameters, thermodynamic 
equilibrium constants, and adsorption coefficients for all 
the reactions studied were shown and discussed in detail in 
previous work (Zhou et al., 2013).  

 
Fluidized Bed Model  

A dynamic three-phase (bubble, emulsion and wake) 
flow model is used to predict bubbling bed hydrodynamics 
(Kunii and Levenspiel, 1968a, b) in the semi-batch reactor 
of Chandel et al. (2009). The model considers gas bubbles 
flowing through a dense emulsion phase at a relative

 

Table 1. Geometries and operating conditions of the fixed bed and fluidized bed units. 

Properties Fluidized bed unit Fixed bed unit 
Inlet temperature(°C) 900 900 

NiO/support 60% NiO/NiAl2O4 60% NiO/NiAl2O4 
OC load (kg) 2.5 2.5 

Particle size (µm) 171 171 
CH4 composition 100% 100% 

Gas flow rate (m3/s) 0.000278 0.000278 
I.D. (mm) 96 60 

Bed height (m) 0.15 0.223 
L/D 1.56 3.717 

Bed porosity 0.65–0.7 0.37 
Bulk density (kg/m3) 2200 3960 

 

Table 2. CH4-NiO chemical-looping reaction network. 

Oxygen carrier reduction 
reactions 

Partial CH4 oxidation CH4 + 2NiO ↔ 2Ni + CO2 + 2H2 (R1)
H2 oxidation H2 + NiO ↔ Ni + H2O (R2)
CO oxidation CO + NiO ↔ Ni + CO2 (R3)
Partial CH4 oxidation CH4 + NiO ↔ Ni + 2H2 + CO (R4)

Reactions catalyzed by Ni 

Steam reforming CH4 + H2O ↔ 3H2 + CO (R5)
Water gas shift CO + H2O ↔ H2 + CO2 (R6)
Dry reforming CH4 + CO2 ↔ 2CO + 2H2 (R7)
Methane decomposition CH4 ↔ 2H2 + C (R8)
Carbon gasification by steam C + H2O ↔ CO + H2 (R9)
Carbon gasification by CO2 C + CO2 ↔ 2CO (R10)
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velocity given by the minimum fluidization velocity, with 
gas percolating through the bed of solids. Rising bubbles 
are accompanied by a wake of solids and this is the main 
mechanism causing solids circulation (Fig. 2). A small 
fraction of the solids that reach the dense bed top is 
entrained in the freeboard, whereas the rest of the solids 
flow downwards, forming countercurrent flow and 
establishing good mixing between gas and solids in the 
emulsion phase. 

The diameter of bubbles increases with bed height, but is 
the same over the cross section of the bed at any bed height. 
As shown in Fig. 2, gas/solid exchange between the 
bubble/wake and emulsion phases is taken into account via 
mass diffusive and convective transfer. Two temperature 
profiles (bubble/wake and emulsion) are calculated for the 
dense phase, assuming the same temperature for the gas and 
solids in each phase. The temperature difference between the 
two phases is determined by interphase heat transfer and 
reaction heat generation or consumption. Entrainment of 
particles from the bed into the freeboard is considered; 
while elutriation of solids out of the freeboard is neglected. 
The freeboard region is modeled as a one-dimensional two- 

 

 
Fig. 2. Bubbling fluidized bed reactor physical model. 

phase (gas and solid) transient plug flow reactor. The basic 
differential equations of the model are given in the Appendix. 
Detailed equations and the application of this model on 
various bubbling fluidized bed CLC experimental data of 
the open literature are presented in Zhou et al. (2014). The 
model performance and accuracy, as applied on the data by 
Chandel et al. (2009) are shown in Fig. 3(b). The validity 
of the bubbling bed regime hypothesis for this data is 
articulated in the following.  

Fig. 4 shows a representation of various fluidization 
regimes for Geldart type A and B particles, by defining the 
dimensionless particle size, dP

* = Ar1/3, and the dimensionless 
velocity, U* = Re/Ar1/3, where Ar is the Archimedes number 
and Re is the Reynolds number. The analysis is based on 
the work of Bi and Grace (1995) updated to account for the 
newer and more general correlation of Haider and Levenspiel 
(1989) for the particle terminal velocity, Ut

*, and the recent 
correlation of Olazar et al. (2009) for the minimum spouting 
velocity, Ums

*, in conical spouted beds at high temperatures. 
The shaded areas in Fig. 4 illustrate ranges of stable operation 
in the corresponding hydrodynamic regime (Bubbling 
Fluidization, Fast Fluidization, Conveying (Yang, 2003), 
and Spouting in conical reactors (Olazar et al., 2004)). Uc

* 
and Use

* depict the theoretical upper bound of stable 
stagnant fluidization and the critical velocity of entrainment, 
respectively. Bubbles appear at the minimum fluidization 
velocity for Gerdart B particles and are distinct up to turbulent 
fluidization, when superficial velocity becomes more vigorous 
(Rec in Fig. 4). The operation of self-sustained fluidized 
beds is terminated when significant entrainment of particles 
occurs (Rece in Fig. 4). Depending on the bed position and 
reaction time (affecting temperature and gas composition), 
a range of dP

*
 and U* for the unit of Chandel et al. (2009) 

was obtained (dots in Fig. 4, enclosed within the dark shaded 
area), which falls into the bubbling fluidization regime. 
According to the Yagi and Muchi correlation, slugging is 
unlikely to occur for this unit (Hbed = 0.15 < DR/(ρsdP)0.3 = 
0.18) (Rhodes, 2008). 

 

Fig. 3. Chemical-looping reduction selectivity using Ni/NiO and CH4 in a fixed bed reactor and a bubbling bed reactor: 
experimental data from: (a) Iliuta et al. (2010) at 900°C and (b) Chandel et al. (2009) at 800°C.  
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Fig. 4. Regimes of gas – solid fluidization (Bi and Grace, 
1995) and validity of the bubbling bed regime hypothesis 
for the data published by Chandel et al. (2009).  

 

The average particle diameter used in Chandel et al. 
(2009) is 171 μm and, therefore, intraparticle diffusion is 
neglected in this study. This is due to the fact that diffusion 
limitations on reaction rates are not significant for small 
oxygen carriers (< 200 μm) (García-Labiano et al., 2005; 
Han et al., 2013). Previous work (Han et al., 2013) showed 
that the effectiveness factors for the non-catalytic and 
catalytic reactions remain close to unity during chemical-
looping reduction using a particle of 140 μm in diameter. 
The reactor regime can be approximated as homogeneous 
up to mean particle diameters of 800 μm, at which point 
intraparticle diffusion begins to lower the reaction rates 
(Han et al., 2013). 
 
Fixed Bed Model 

The governing equations consider mass and heat transport 
in the axial and radial direction of the fixed bed. The 
transport mechanism is considered to be a transient, axially 
and radially dispersed plug flow. Variations in the radial 
direction of the column are necessary to model, because cold 
spots from the endothermic reactions can affect conversion 
and selectivity of the oxygen carrier and impact the overall 
design of the reactor. Effective transport correlations from 
experimental studies are used to cover a wide range of flow 
conditions. Pressure drop across the bed is accounted for by 
the Ergun equation, which satisfies laminar and turbulent 
flow regimes. The two-dimensional homogeneous model is 
chosen for this system because intraparticle gradients are 
negligible within the small particles studied here (Han et 
al., 2013). The fixed bed model has been successfully used 
to predict the fixed bed CLC experimental results published 
by Iliuta et al. (2010) (Fig. 3(a)). The reactor utilized by 
Iliuta et al. (2010) is micro-scale in nature, and a scale-up 
step is required to arrive at a size to be compared with the 
fluidized by Chandel et al. (2009), which is used as the 

base-case in this analysis.  
 
Scale-up of Fixed Bed Reactor 

The scale-up of the fixed bed reactor is achieved by 
increasing the length and diameter of a single tube. As 
previously mentioned, the oxygen carrier loading and fuel 
flow rate are set equal to those of the fluidized bed reactor. 
Among the several ways to increase the capacity of a fixed 
bed reactor, the strategy used here maintains geometric 
similarity (length to diameter ratio of the fixed bed) to the 
small-scale reactor (Nauman, 2008). As the flow regime is 
laminar in both cases, scaling with geometric similarity is 
often adhered to. The L/D ratio for the micro-reactor used 
by (Iliuta et al., 2010) is 1.9, and when implemented in 
large-scale fixed bed, temperature variations present an 
issue. Iliuta et al. (2010) approximated their micro-reactor as 
isothermal because the reactor was placed inside a furnace 
and the fuel was diluted in 90% Ar, which limited heat 
consumption due to endothermic reduction and reforming 
reactions. However in the large-scale reactor, external 
heating and fuel dilution cannot be maintained due to cost 
considerations. This leads to challenges in maintaining 
high fuel conversion as well has high CO2 selectivity. The 
geometry of the scaled-up fixed bed reactor was initially 
chosen (D = 7.5 cm; L = 14.3 cm) to maintain the same 
L/D ratio as the micro fixed bed reactor used by Iliuta et al. 
(2010). Simulations performed with this reactor geometry 
exhibit poor fuel conversion caused by severe temperature 
fluctuations across the fixed bed. As a result, an additional 
step is needed to determine an optimal geometry for the 
reactor to achieve the desired conversion level (Kim et al., 
2012). In this work, optimal geometry of the reactor is 
determined by carrying out simulations of the model for a 
range of L/D ratios from 1.9 to 5.0, incrementing by 0.1. 
The selection criteria are the following: temperature drop 
< 250°C, 99% CH4 conversion for over 200 seconds, and 
pressure drop < 1 bar. It was observed that a L/D ratio of 
3.8 fulfills these criteria, is still within the range of many 
fixed bed chemical-looping reactors, and is realistic for 
practical commercial operation. After several iterations, the 
optimal L/D ratio to conduct CLC in fixed bed is found to 
be double that of the microreactor of Iliuta et al. (2010). 
The optimal geometry of the prototype fixed bed reactor is 
listed in Table 1. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
NiO Conversion Evolution over Time 

In CLC reduction, the conversion of NiO follows different 
profiles due to the dynamics associated with each reactor. 
Fig. 5(a) shows the average NiO conversion in a fixed bed 
reactor, where 95% of the conversion is met within 6 
minutes. In comparison, the fluidized bed reactor achieves 
95% conversion in 3 minutes (Fig. 5(b)). The difference in 
time scale between the two reactors is attributed in part to 
longer contact times in the fluidized bed reactor. Higher 
reaction times of the gas inside the reactor lead to faster 
conversions of the oxygen carrier. Also, temperature drop 
is less severe in the fluidized bed because of the favorable
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Fig. 5. Prediction of transient profiles of the degree of reduction of chemical-looping oxygen carrier using Ni/NiO and 
CH4 in (a) fixed bed reactor and (b) bubbling bed reactor. 

 

gas-solid mixing. Because of the endothermic nature of 
CLC, lower temperatures negatively affect the reaction rates 
and lower the conversion rate for the fixed bed reactor. The 
temperature profiles for the fluidized bed and fixed bed 
reactors are discussed in more detail in a following section. 

 
Carbon Formation with Respect to NiO Conversion and 
Time 

Carbon formation increases with time and NiO conversion. 
The CLC process should be run with complete or very high 
fuel conversion; the amount of available oxygen in the 
oxygen carrier should be well over the point where carbon 
deposition is favorable (e.g., oxygen supply to CH4 ratio 
should be > 4 (Jerndal et al., 2006)). However, since both 
reactors in this study are semi-batch type units, the excessive 
amount of NiO cannot be always guaranteed for the 
duration of the reactions; thus, carbon formation has to be 
considered where the local or total oxygen supply becomes 
insufficient. Figs. 6 and 7 show the total carbon formation 
w.r.t to NiO conversion and reduction time. In the initial 
30 s for both reactors, no carbon is produced because of the 
large amount of NiO present. Carbon deposition appears 
more dominant at the end of the reduction phase when 
most of the NiO is consumed. Nearly 10 mol% carbon (CH4 
basis) is deposited in 6 minutes when 90% NiO conversion 
is achieved in the fixed bed reactor; whereas significantly 
smaller amount of carbon is formed in the bubbling fluidized 
bed at the same solid conversion. This can be explained by 
the fact that in the fixed bed reactor, NiO at the entrance of 
the reactor is immediately reduced to metallic Ni, creating 
a catalytic surface that initiates reforming and carbon 
formation reactions. The catalytic zone expands to the 
majority of the bed length at the end of reduction time. 
This should be compared with conditions in the fluidized 
bed, where the bed (mostly the emulsion phase) is well 
mixed. The rapid mixing and movement of solids allow 
efficient gas-solid contacting; therefore, CH4 co-exists with 
the available NiO instead of catalytic Ni. An almost double 

 
Fig. 6. Prediction of chemical-looping carbon formation with 
respect to the degree of reduction of oxygen carrier using 
Ni/NiO and CH4 in fixed bed and bubbling bed reactors. 

 

amount of carbon is generated in the bubble phase than in 
the emulsion phase; and this can be explained by the 
excess of oxygen carrier in the emulsion phase (~5% in 
bubble and ~95% in emulsion) and the relatively low mass 
transfer between the solids phases (emulsion and wake). 
The higher availability of oxygen source in the emulsion 
phase allows for lower carbon formation. 

 
CO2 Selectivity 

One of the main benefits of the CLC process is the 
inherent CO2 separation; thus a good CLC reactor design 
should be able to maintain high CO2, and low CO and CH4 
concentrations for the entire reduction period. The CO2 
selectivity in the two types of reactors is presented in Fig. 8. 
In the fixed bed reactor, CO2 selectivity varies considerably 
with solid conversion where upon initiation of CLC,
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Fig. 7. Prediction of transient profiles of chemical-looping carbon formation using Ni/NiO and CH4 in (a) fixed bed reactor 
and (b) bubbling bed reactor. 

 

 
Fig. 8. Prediction of chemical-looping CO2 selectivity with 
respect to the degree of reduction of oxygen carrier using 
Ni/NiO and CH4 in fixed bed and bubbling bed reactors. 

 

selectivity quickly increases to 0.96 before NiO conversion 
reaches 20%, drops to 0.9 when the NiO conversion is 
around 80% and further decreases to 0.2 when NiO 
conversion approaches unity. The observation that the CO2 
selectivity drops as NiO is gradually being reduced can be 
attributed to the prominent amount of carbon formed at this 
stage of reduction, and thus CO is generated by the reaction 
of the formed carbon and CO2 (reverse Boudouard reaction). 
Moreover, high CH4 conversion cannot be sustained in the 
fixed bed, when over 85% of the oxygen carrier is converted. 
From Fig. 9, the CH4 conversion is 100% until 3–4 min, 
and after that period, the unreacted CH4 further negatively 
affects the CO2 selectivity. On the contrary, in the fluidized 
bed reactor, the CO2 selectivity increases to almost 1 at a 
slower rate (because of the initial CH4 slip in the bubble 
phase, where CH4 quickly bypasses the oxygen carrier 

through the bubbles) and slowly drops to 95% when NiO 
conversion reaches 80%. CO2 selectivity in the emulsion 
phase is higher than in the bubble phase, which corresponds 
to the nearly complete CH4 conversion and negligible carbon 
formation of this fluidized bed unit, especially in the 
emulsion phase. Table 3 shows the carbon and hydrogen 
selectivity when 80 mol% NiO is converted. High CO2 and 
low CH4 were observed at this stage of reduction from both 
reactors; while some CO exists in the fixed bed outlet and 
more solid carbon is formed, which contributes to relatively 
low CO2 selectivity. The fluidized bed reactor achieves high 
CO2 selectivity and CH4 conversion for a greater conversion 
span when compared to the fixed bed. It should be noted 
that CH4 slip in the fluidized bed would be a smaller issue in 
a bed operating at steady-state with sufficient Ni to activate 
CH4 conversion reactions, as discussed by Iliuta et al. (2010).  
 
Temperature and Pressure Changes 

As one of the advantages of operating fluidized beds, 
rapid mixing of solids leads to close to isothermal conditions 
throughout the reactor. There is lower risk of hot spots, 
temperature runaway and thermal instability (Jakobsen, 2008). 
Figs. 10(b) and 10(c) show the distribution of temperature 
inside the emulsion and bubble of the fluidized bed w.r.t 
bed length and reduction time. A low temperature zone 
(ΔT = 250 °C) extends from the inlet to the mid bed height 
of the emulsion phase and from the inlet to the quarter bed 
height of the bubble phase. Reactions between gas and 
solids continue in the bubble phase, however rates are 
relatively smaller and temperature drop is lower. Furthermore, 
temperature is partly uniform across the axial direction, 
which is due to the active mixing of the solids and gases. 
As expected, the temperature profile of the fluidized bed is 
more uniform than the fixed bed, shown in Fig. 10(a). 
Temperature fluctuations inside the fixed bed reactor reach 
up to 500°C from their initial values. At the cold spots 
inside the bed where the bed temperature is significantly 
lower than the desired reactor temperature, most of the CLC 
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Fig. 9. Prediction of transient profiles of chemical-looping fuel conversion using Ni/NiO and CH4 in (a) fixed bed reactor 
and (b) bubbling bed reactor. 

 

Table 3. Product selectivity (carbon selectivity and hydrogen selectivity) of the fixed bed and fluidized bed units when the 
NiO conversion is 80 mol%. 

Carbon selectivity Fluidized bed unit Fixed bed unit 
S2,CO 2.60 12.07 
S2,CO2 96.45 76.20 
S2,CH4 0.14 0.33 

Hydrogen selectivity Fluidized bed unit Fixed bed unit 
S1,H2 2.42 11.45 
S1,H2O 97.55 88.21 
S1,CH4 0.03 0.34 

 

 
Fig. 10. Prediction of transient and spatial profiles of temperature variations (°C) in chemical-looping system using 
Ni/NiO and CH4 in (a) fixed bed reactor, (b) the bubble phase and (c) emulsion phase of the bubbling bed reactor. 

 

reactions cannot be sustained at high rate, and, therefore fuel 
conversion is limited.  

Fig. 11 shows the pressure distribution inside the reactor. 
Isobaric conditions are predicted for the fluidized bed and 
a pressure drop of 0.6 bar is predicted for operating the 
fixed bed reactor. High pressure is observed at the bed 
entrance of the fixed bed while at the exit the pressure is 
set at atmospheric conditions. The impact of the high inlet 
pressure leads to higher overall reaction rates, and even 

greater temperature fluctuations. Superficial velocity is 
also affected by pressure effects and molar expansion, and 
increases along the bed height. Some transient effects 
observed in Fig. 11(a) are caused by changes in physical 
properties brought on by temperature variations. 
 
Loading Requirement to Match Fluidized Bed Reactor 

As shown in the previous sections, the performance of 
the fluidized bed is superior to the fixed bed in terms of 
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Fig. 11. Prediction of transient and spatial profiles of pressure variations (atm) in chemical-looping systems using Ni/NiO 
and CH4 in (a) fixed bed reactor and (b) bubbling bed reactor. 

 

carbon formation, CO2 selectivity, and control of temperature 
and pressure. At equivalent oxygen carrier loading, the 
fluidized bed reactor can sustain 99% CH4 conversion for 3 
min, while the fixed bed can maintain 99% CH4 conversion 
for well over 4 minutes (Fig. 9). CH4 slip is an issue with 
the fluidized bed at the beginning of the reduction period 
where CH4 escapes quickly through the bubble phase 
without conversion. In this section, different oxygen carrier 
loadings are explored in two scenarios: (1) in the fixed bed 
reactor to match the performance of the fluidized bed and 
(2) in the fluidized bed reactor to match the performance of 
the fixed bed. All other parameters, i.e., flow rate and reactor 
diameter, are kept constant. In the first case, by decreasing 
the oxygen loading of the fixed bed, the bed height is 
shortened and capacity of the bed is reduced. Fig. 12 shows 
that with decreased loading, the time to maintain 99% CH4 
conversion is shortened. About 28% less oxygen carrier 
loading is required to operate the fixed bed reactor in order 
to achieve the same time span for 99% CH4 fuel conversion 
in the fluidized bed.  

The scale-up of the fluidized bed reactor is also a topic 
of interest. The increase in time span to sustain 99% CH4 
conversion with increasing oxygen carrier loading is shown 
in Fig. 12. To maintain the same performance as the fixed 
bed reactor utilizing 2.5 kg of loading, 3.75 kg of oxygen 
carrier loading is required for the fluidized bed. Lower 
loading requirement for the fixed bed can be attributed to 
the higher rates of catalytic reactions which are favored to 
occur in the static bed. In addition to the oxygen carrier 
reduction reactions, reforming reactions further promote 
the fuel conversion. More partial combustion products (H2, 
CO) are produced in the fixed bed, which was illustrated in 
the CO2 selectivity comparison. Because of the effective 
heat and mass transfer rates between gas and solids in the 
fluidized bed, lower carbon formation, and better selectivity 
to CO2, large-scale implementation of CLC in fluidized bed 
reactors is the more reasonable choice.  

 
Fig. 12. Oxygen carrier required and time of maintaining 99% 
CH4 conversion in chemical-looping systems using Ni/NiO 
and CH4 in fixed bed reactor and bubbling bed reactor. 

 

Cost savings can be obtained in implementing CLC in 
fluidized beds because of the benefits discussed in the 
previous paragraph. However, in a continuous fluidized 
bed unit, the attrition caused by the aggressive mixing and 
transport of solids reduces the lifetime of the oxygen 
carrier. Therefore, an economic analysis, including the 
costs of reactor set up, cost of oxygen carrier addition and 
environmental concerns for their disposal should be 
considered. The cost of the oxygen carrier is basically the 
main added cost of the CLC fluidized bed technology 
(Abad et al., 2007). Attrition caused by mechanical and 
chemical stress poses an extra cost burden for compensating 
the lost material (fines). Moreover, when toxic materials 
are used, as in this study Ni-based oxygen carrier, the cost 
of fines separation and collection has to be considered. 
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Therefore, it is of interest to characterize the attrition 
behavior of oxygen carriers in fluidized bed CLC Reducers 
(Gayán et al., 2011). As discussed in the Introduction, 
several experimental studies and attrition models have been 
carried out to investigate the long term attrition behaviors of 
oxygen carriers. Although modeling the attrition in fluidized 
bed is outside the scope of this work, it is clearly shown 
that all other operating aspects would favor fluidized beds in 
large-scale CLC implementation. Overall, low-cost, non-
toxic oxygen carriers would be preferable, or technologies 
that limit attrition, such as simulated moving bed reactors 
or reverse flow fixed bed reactors. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 

This study is focused on a thorough comparison between 
fixed bed and fluidized bed reactors with respect to reactor 
efficiency and oxygen carrier utilization. Validated transient 
non-ideal reactor models, developed for fixed and bubbling 
fluidized beds were used to predict CLC system performance 
for Ni-based oxygen carrier using CH4 as fuel. With the 
same amount of oxygen carrier, loading and CH4 flow rate 
for both setups, the dimensions of the fixed bed reactor were 
selected from a scale-up analysis of a micro-reactor to match 
the capacity of a fluidized bed reactor. Most of the CLC 
Reducer performance indices of industrial interest, such as 
CO2 selectivity, fuel conversion, oxygen carrier conversion, 
carbon formation, temperature and pressure profiles, were 
discussed. Compared to a fixed bed Reducer, a fluidized bed 
is more appropriate for large-scale implementation of the 
CLC process because of its uniform temperature and pressure 
distribution, high CO2 selectivity (> 95%), negligible carbon 
formation (< 2 mol% C basis), and high fuel conversion (> 
90%) over longer reduction periods. However, the main 
drawback of implementing CLC in a continuous fluidized 
bed reactor is the added cost for compensating the lost fines, 
caused by attrition of the oxygen carrier in the relatively 
aggressive fluidized bed conditions. This work delivers a 
performance analysis of the different types of bench-scale 
CLC Reducers and scale-up of the fluidized bed reactor is 
underway.   
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NOMENCLATURE 
 
A Cross-sectional area of the reactor tube [m2] 
Ar Archimedes number, Ar =dP

3ρg(ρP –ρg)g/µg
2 

Ci Bulk concentration of gaseous reactant i 
[kmol/m3] 

Cpf Heat capacity of the gas mixture of the fluid phase 
[J/mol-k] 

CT Total gas concentration in fluid phase [mol/m3] 
DR Reactor diameter [m] 
Dax,i Axial dispersion coefficient of species i [m2/s]  
dP Particle diameter [m] 

dP
* Dimensionless particle diameter 

Drad,i Radial dispersion coefficient of species i [m2/s]  
f Fraction of gas or solid in the bubble or emulsion 

phase 
Fi Molar flow rate of gas species i [mol/s]  
FT Total molar flow rate of gas species [mol/s] 
Gm Rate of heat transfer cross-flow between two 

phases [W/m], Gb = –Ge 

H Bed height [m] 
Hk,m Heat transfer between bubble and emulsion or 

emulsion and bubble [W/m3-K] 
Ki,m Gas exchange coefficient between bubble-

emulsion or emulsion-bubble [s–1] 
Kj,m Solid exchange coefficient between wake-

emulsion or emulsion-wake [s–1] 
Ks,j,m Rate of solid phase cross-flow between two 

phases [mol/m-s], Ks,j,b = –Ks,j,e 

Kg,j,m Rate of gas phase cross-flow between two phases 
[mol/m-s], Kg,j,b = –Kg,j,e 

Mi Molecular weight [kg/kmol] 
r Reactor radial element  
R Reaction rate [mol/gNi-s] 
Re Reynolds number, Re = ρgudP/µg 
S1,j H2 selectivity  
S2,j Carbon selectivity  
t Time element [s] 
T Temperature [°C] 
um Velocity of phase m [m/s] 
V Volume element [m3] 
X NiO conversion  
z Length element 
 
Greek letters 
εbed Porosity of the bed 
εF Freeboard bed voidage 
ΔHn Heat of reaction n [J/mol] 
ρP Particle density [kg/m3] 
λax Axial heat dispersion coefficient [W/m-K] 
λrad Radial heat dispersion coefficient [W/m-K] 
Rk Reaction term, ρP∑Rj,m (when k = i), or Mj∑Rj,m 

(when k = j) 
 
Subscripts 
f fluid 
F freeboard 
g gas  
i gas species (CH4, H2, H2O, CO, CO2, Ar, N2) 
j solid species (Ni, NiO, C, inert support) 
k gas or solid species 
m bubbles or emulsion 
n reaction 
P particle 
q i (when k is gas) or j (when k is solid) 
 
APPENDIX 
 
Two-dimensional Homogeneous Model Design 
Equations (Han et al., 2013) 
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One-dimensional Three Phase Dynamic Model Design 
Equations (Zhou et al., 2014) 

Mass balance (Gas or solid in the bubble/wake and 
emulsion phases): 
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Energy balance (Bubble and emulsion phases): 
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Freeboard region:  
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